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Battery-Box H6.4/7.7/ 9.0/ 10
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( This Quick Reference only includes parts of batteries, if there is a subsequent increase in battery, there will be no further notice. )

In the gridless area, battery does not support off-grid applications. ( There will be no further notice if this entry is subject to change.)
.2/11.5 with ET Hybrid inverter

Connect the other end of the power cabl

are
s

e to t

you

he terminal block
of the hybrid inverter.(Pic . 3)

Battery management unit (BMU).

The other end of “To Battery”cable should be connected to CAN port
of BYD BMU box. Before this, you should pick out the blue  w-

-
hite

line and the blue line . Then ,connect the blue white line to the
second hole site, and connect the blue line to the third hole site.(Pic.5)
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        BYD Battery Setting：You should set 
“Series Battery Counts” and “Invert”
(GOODWE) correctly through BYD WiFi
 or Ethernet. (Refer to BYD QUICK 
REFERENCE GUIDE to connect Wifi or 
Ethernet)



Battery man
black orange

agement unit (BMU).

Note:
The ADD must be set as shown in the picture.

To connect the battery packs in series,follow the instructions below.
(1)connections between BMU and Pylon battery packs:
To connect the power cable,connect  “B+” of BMU to “B+” of the first battery
pack,and connect “B-” of BMU to “B-” of the last battery pack. To connect
the communication cable,connect “Link Port” of BMU to “LinkPort0” of the
first battery pack.
(2)connections between  adjacent Pylon battery packs:
To connect the power cable, connect  “B+” with  “B
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-” between adjacent
 battery packs.The orange end corresponds to “B

Device information

Cannot join the network , maybe caused by : Press “Start Setup” to enter
the next step.

+”,the balck end
corresponds to “B-”. To connect the communication cable,connect
“LinkPort1” to the next battery pack’s “LinkPort0” in turn. (Pic.2)

For Pylon PowerCube-H1-48 192/240/288/336/384/432/480V with ET
hybrid in

 Note: The SOC of battery can be charged up to 90%, but can’t be charged to 100%.
( There will be no further notice if this entry is subject to change.)

verter.

Pylon

Pylon Connect the other end of the power cable to the terminal block
of the hybrid inverter. (Pic . 4)

The other end of “To Battery ”cable should be connected to CAN port of
Pylon battery management unit(BMU). (Pic . 6)
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